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ciding where to attend law school has a higherreturnforthe studentthan a
week spent evaluating alternate approaches to trade imbalances or deficits.
Some people, of course, find politics so fascinating that they inform themsclves evenwhentheyhave no personal stake inpolitical outcomes. Butin
gcneral, voters do not devote much time or energy directly to their votes.
'l'his does not imply either that voters are uninformed about general condi-

lions or that they have no knowledge of specific government programs.
What it means is that most of the information voters use when they vote is
acquired as aby-product of activities they pursue as part of their daily lives.
lrr that sense, political uses of this information are free.r

how
Tnrs cnaptrn focuses on what voters know, when they know it, and
they relate their knowledge to voting decisions. They may have few incen-
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tives to gather information simply for the purpose of becoming
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citizens, and may thus be uninformed about politics, but they can
have
they
apply to political decision making a great deal of information
inforacquired in their daily lives. This is the by-product theory of political
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and
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problems,
tions that voters make between personal information, personal
politiand personal experiences with govemment, on one hand, and their

cal evaluations and choices, on the other, will depend upon several
variables: what they believe government can do; what they know about
what govemment is doing; what they know about what other people want
from governmenq and what they are told by the media and political
campaigns.

The By-Product Theory of Information

In economic terms, the process of procuring, analyzing, and evaluating
information carries a cost-the investment of time and energy. Further, the
"
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is small
expected return from time invested in reaching political decisions
time-far
same
the
of
uses
compared to the expected return from other
For
smaller, certainly, than with decisions about personal consumption'
greater
example, the health of the national economy may in fact have a

effect on voters than whether their next vacation is fabulous or merely
good; but time spent deciding where to travel leads to better vacations,
polwhereas time spent evaluating economic policies leads not to better
icies but only to a better-informed vote. Similarly, the ultimate economic
well-being of a college senior may be affected more by America's economic
future than by where the student goes to law school; but a week spent de'
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aily- Life Info rmation

A good deal of information is obtained in daily life about the economy and
lhc community in which people live. Tlvo-thirds of the country own their
own homes and 55 percent have a mortgage;84 percent have checking
rtt'countS and 8l percenthave savings accounts; and 30 percent own stock.
'l'hree-quarters purchase items on credit, three-quarters go grocery shoppittg, and 78 percent have auto insurance. One in twelve adults is selfcrrrployed, and about the same number are actively looking for a new job at
rln| oD€ time.2 In a typical year, 30 percent of all households will contain
\(,rneone who is unemployed and actively looking for work. Some 95 perlt'nt of the people in the country file income-tax retums, and 55 percent
lt.ly someone to complete their income-tax forms.3 One in five Americans
kttows someone who cheats on income taxes, and one in four takes steps
tpt'cifically to reduce the amount owed in income taxes.4
One need not be an economist to see which way the economy is going.
( lcncrally, half the electorate knows the current unemployment rate withItt I or 2 percentage points, and about the same numberhave a good idea of
wltat the inflation rate is.5 These numbers, however, understate sensitivity
Itt cconomic shocks. Most of the electorate buys gasoline; when gas prices
Irtsc in 1977,40 percent of the citizenry nationwide reduced the miles they
tlrrtvc, and 25 percent used car pools.6 When the price of gas rose faster and
lrlglrcr after the Sllah of Iran was overthrown in 1979,80 percent of the
t'trttttlry cut back on gasoline consumption. As inflation rose to 2l percent,
t2 pcrccnt cut back on the kinds of groceries they bought, two-thirds
rcnlcd back on vacations, and four-fifths lowered their thermostats. Not
rttrprlsingly, inflation was considered a more important problem than unetttployment by flve to onc. Even less surprisingly, in early 1980 President
,lllttttty Carter reccived the lowest approval ratings of any president since
Wrrrld War ll.7
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While managing daily life, people also leam about crime and drugs. One
person in four knows of a place where drugs are sold, and one in six sees
them sold. Half of all Americans know someone hurt by drugs, and threequarters know someone hurtby alcohol.s One in eightAmericans has had
a crime victim in the family within the past year, and two in five Americans
have had a serious crime or felony in their neighborhood within the past
year. Fifty-seven percent of all women and 28 percent of all men know a
place within a mile of their home where they are afraid to walk alone at
nighq one in six Americans does not feel safe at home during the night.e
Concern with crime and drugs is thus a prime example of a political issue
growing out of daily life.
The public's monitoring of the news is sensitive to personally relevant
information-on matters of health risks, for example. More voters know
their cholesterol level than know their representative's name. ro Health
problems also generate experiences with institutions andbureaucracies. In
May 1982,47 percent of the respondents in a national health-care survey
had a family member who had been in an emergency room during the last
year, and 38 percent had a family member who had been hospitalized during the year. One-third of the respondents had sought a second opinion on
a medical procedure, and one in five had lost health-insurance coverage
for some period.r I
Thus, political information is acquired while making individual economic decisions and navigating daily life: shoppers learn about inllation of
retail prices; home buyers find out the trends in mortgage-loan interest
rates; owners of stocks follow the Dow-Jones averages; people learnwhere
it is safe to walk; and they leam about health and drugs. How and when
this information is used remains to beshown.
Information about Government Programs
There are times when, in addition to this general information from daily

life, information about specific government programs and policies

is

needed for planning and negotiating one'S own life. For example, a student
estimating his chances of being drafted spends time learning the draft policy. A businessman interested in selling his products overseas leams about
technology transfer laws to develop sales plans. A senior citizen learns
about Social Security benefits to plan the next year of his or her life. Home
builders and prospective home buyers learn about interest rates to estimate

the cost of homes.
The growth of government involvement in social and economic regula'
tion and the extension of entitlement programs mean that whether the
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lectorate is better educated or not, there will be more "issue publics" (subscts of the overall public that care a great deal about particular issues;
discussed below) concerned with government expenditures and policies in
their areas. For example, l5 percent of the households in the country conlain a govemment employee;25 percent contain someone receiving Social
Security old-age benefits; and23 percent contain someone receiving Medicaid or Medicare.Lz One in five households has received welfare benefits
.lt some time.13
e

News Media
Other main sources of information for the electorate are the news

media-

tclevision, newspapers, radio, and magazines; some of this information
('omes directly from the media and some comes from discussions with
liicnds, neighbors, and fellow workers.
Most Americans watch some network television news and scan newsl)apers several times every week. In May 1983, at a time when there were
rro political campaigns or major crises or political events, a general set of
(lucstions about media use was asked on a CBS News poll. The poll found
that in a typical week, 80 percent of Americans see at least one network
ncws show, and half the country sees three or more shows; thatT percent
regularly watch CNN, the Cable News Network, and another 30 percent
watch it occasionally; and that over 60 percent read newspapers on a norrrral day.r4 All told, then, the time spent watching television news and
t't'ading newspapers averages over thirty minutes per day for all Americans
ovcr eighteen. Moreover, people also hear about the news from their
li'icnds and acquaintances; one-quarter of the respondents had talked in
lltc past day about a story they sary on television or read in a newspaper
(scc table 2.1).
A great deal of news coverage caters to a strong public appetite for events
lltat are exciting or frightening. Politicians, of course, pay careful attention
lo disasters because the public pays attention to them: In the May 1983
tllf S poll about media usage, one-fifth of all conversations about news storles were about digasters. Congressmen and state legislators thus rush to
llte scenes of fires, crashes, floods, and droughts in order to be seen where
I 5 Steven Merksamer,
I he e lcctorate is looking.
the chief of staff for Califorttla governor George Deukmejian, has acknowledged this: "Mybiggestfear

always was of not being prepared for a major disaster-and one thing
alrout llvlng in California is we have them. How they are handled can make
or trreak elccted officials. . . . We spent a lot of time drilling for disasters.

We wclultl have mock prison riots, mock earthquakes-eight-hour
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rlrills when we would practice making decisions, several times

Teern 2.1
Education and Media Usage
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Source: CBS News Poll, "Evenews," May 1983.
Note: Number in parentheses is number of respondents in column.
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A general monitoring of the media also brings people some information
,rtrout events in other countries. In I 979 and 1980, for example, 60 percent
ol'the electorate knew of the PLO or knew who signed the Camp David
rrccordS. And when the helicopters sent to rescue the American hostages in

'll'heran crashed, 94 percent of the country knew about the abortive raid
within twenty-four hours.rT Less than 40 percent of the country knows
whether there are any treaties between the United States and the Soviet
t l nion, or who is involved in the SALT talks, but when Gorbachev and Rea[0n met, many Americans picked up enough information from the particilllnts and the commentators to perceive a decline in tensions. While a recent poll showed that less than 4 percent of Americans know the name of
thc Japanese prime minister and less than one-third know what form of
B()vcrnment Japan has, when asked which country buys more of the other
r'orrntry's products, 87 percent correctly said that the United States buys
nrore, while only 6 percent thought Japan buys more.r8 Here, as in all
drcas of knowledge, it is clear that information considered personally relevarrt is more readily absorbed. For example, in 1987, only l7 percent of the
gencral public knew that convicted spy Jonathan Pollard, an American
tt.rval ofrcer who funneled military intelligence to Israel, had been spying
ft rr lsrael; among Jews the figure was 65 percent. re
Media Information and Daily-Life Information

'l'lrt' mass media affect how voters think about government because dailylllt' infbrmation and media information interact. They interact because, alllrough daily-life information may tell us how the economy and the
govcrnment have performed, it takes the media to tell us what the governutcnt is actually doing. Both political evaluations and votes depend, as I

wlll dcmonstrate, upon the voters' views of the national agenda-the
pnrtrlcms they consider most important. The importance, or salience, of
natlonal problems has traditionally been measured in Gallup polls and
ollter national polk by asking respondents, "In your opinion, what is the
nlonl lmportant problem facing the country?" Such a question reflects the
ttnavoidable intermingling of two different aspects of issue salience: what
lr lmportant and what is conspicuous.2o
Dally-llfe information can tell us that energy shortages, price rises, and
Ittereased unemployment are conspicuous at the moment, but mass-media
rtorles about these subjects, and coverage of presidential speeches about
llte rrt, stlll affect the natlonal agenda. A problem may be conspicuous, but it
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may not necessarily be Seen as "an important problem facing the country"
unless it is seen as a problemfor the country, and not just a problem many
people are having. (For example, AIDS is a problem for the country; obesity
is a problem for many Americans.) Information which connects a story to
govemment also contributes to making that problem either conspicuous or
important when citizens think about their govemment. Shanto Iyengar
and Donald Kinder, investigating changes in the salience that voters assign
to inflation, unemployment, and energy problems over long periods of
time, found that real-world conditions which make problems more conspicuous affect the salience of these problems.2r However, as I discuss later,
their research shows that television news stories and presidential speeches
also affect the salience of these problems.
In other words, the use of daily-life information in determining the national agenda-the problems a citizen wants the government to addressis not reflexive or mechanical; it is mediated by information about what
the government is doing or what the president is concentrating on. A television news story or a presidential speech alerts people to the connections
between the conditions of their economy and society and the actions of
their government. (It is also the case, for every problem that Iyengar and
Kinder investigated, that a single presidential speech was as important as
twenty-flve network news stories in influencing the agenda.)

Issue Publics
ln consldering the conditions under which voters will inform themselves,
researchers in public opinion and voting behavior apply the notion of the
"issue public": a subset of the overall public that cares a great deal about a
particular issue, and is therefore likely to pay attention to it. Gathering and
digesting details about the fate of specific bills or programs is a costly and
time-consuming process; the only voters who can be expected to undertake it are those who need the details for purposes other than voting. Thus,
as Jon Krosnick has noted, "only a small proportion of people are likely to
be knowledgeable about and to have potent attitudes regarding any single
policy option or another."22
Few issues are followed by most of the electorate at any one time, but
many issues concem sizable minorities, and the effects of specific issues
and legislation can usually be registered only by isolating specific issue
publics for analysis. As Philip Converse wrote, several years after coauthor'
ing The American Voter, "We have come a step closer to reality when we
recognize the fragmentation of the mass public into a plethora of issue pub'
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lics."23 As considerable psychological evidence indicates, "attention and
memory are indeed enhanced when information is personally relevant."24
In The American Voter, it was assumed that an issue did not matter unless
lhe entire public was aware of specffic legislation concerning it. In Angus
Campbell's words, "there were no great questions of public policy which
lhe public saw as dividing the two parties."25 Thus, "an example of public
lndifference to an issue that was given heavy emphasis by political leaders
is provided by the role of the Thft-Hartley Act in the 1948 election. . . . Alrrtost seven out of every ten adult Americans saw the curtain fall on the
I'residential election of 1948 without knowing whether Tlaft-Hartley was
tlre name of a hero or a villain."26 Given these expectations, we should not
be surprised that the role of issues appeared so negligible.
ln fact, what The American Voter demonstrates is not public indifference

lo Thft-Hartley, a bill designed to curb the power of labor unions, but
llte use of inappropriate standards for judging public opinion and inade(luate survey measures for assessing public concem with unions. tn 1948,
votcrs favoring the Taft-Hartley Act voted 12 percent for Tfuman and 82
percent for Dewey. Voters opposing the act voted 77 percent for Tfuman
nnd 14 percent for Dewey.27 Further, when asked why they thought people
vrrted for Tfuman,24 percent of the electorate mentioned Tfuman's assoclntion with unions. When asked why people supported Dewey, less than

orrc-half of I percent mentioned support for unions.28 This spectrum of
rrlrinion was about the same in 1952. In that year, again according to
t larnpbell's own data, the voters who took prolabor stands on Tlaft-Hartley
votcd 29 percent for Eisenhower; those who took antilabor stands voted
77 ltcrcent for Eisenhower.2e Thus a third of all voters were aware of a spet'lllc piece of legislation, and their positions on it had

a

strong effect on their

v0les.
'[trday, if 30 percent of the electorate actually knew the name of a specific
ltlece of legislation, it would be taken as evidence of an issue of great conr'enl to most of the electorate, because a much higher percentage of voters
would have general impressions about the issue without knowing any legl;latlvc details. Thgre were high levels of concern with Vietnam in 1968
atttl 1972, tax cuts were widely discussed in 1980, and budget cuts were
wldely dlscussed yearly after 1985, but no one would argue that the importence of these issues could be measured solely by whether "the public"
hnew whether Cooper-Church (a bill conceming troop withdrawal from
Vletnam), Kemp-Roth (a major change in tax rates), and Gramm-Rudman

(a tleflclt-reductlon act) were heroes, villains, fast-food chains, or rock
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groups. Likewise, concem with government spending cannot be assessed
simply by asking whether people have heard of Gramm-Rudman, nor can
concern with stopping abortion be measured by assessing knowledge of
the Hyde amendment or the wording used by the Supreme Court inWebster
v. Reproductive Health Services, the I989 case that reopened many of the issues previously decided in the Court's 1973 Roe v. Wade ruling. We come yet
another step closer to political reality when we look for general awareness
of the positions of candidates and parties, not iust detailed information
about specific legislation.
The growth of government has interacted with the development of specialized communications channels to create new issue publics. The importance of this fact is emphasized by the spectacularly wrong predictions in
the second Columbia study, Voting, about a "senior citizen's vote" or a
"woman's VOte." "It would be difficult in contemporary America," Voting
argued, "to maintain strong voting differences by sex, because there are
few policy issues persisting over a period of time that affect men and women differertly."3o In the last twenty years, we have seen the development of
a distinctive woman's vote: more women than men have voted more Democratic in the last four presidential elections, and there are several issues on
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which women and men have different attitudes and different priorities.
They differ, for example, in their evaluations of whether the Great Society
programs were effective. The gender gap, as it is called, developed from the
growth of single-parent families and an increased government role in social welfare and child care.
Vottng also concluded that there could be no policy movements based

on

the special interests of old age, such as pensions, because such a movement
could not transmit itself over time.3r Since 1948, of course, we have seen a
major migration of retired people to senior-citizens' communities through-

out the Sun Belt. Along with this, there has been the growth of
organizations like the American Association of Retired Persons which
communicate and transmit information about Social Security and Medicare. Not surprisingly, the elderly have higher levels of knowledge of
specific Social Security and Medicare legislation than do other cit'
izens.32

Changes in relations between gender and vote, and between age and
vote, serye to emphasize that political cleavages in the electorate respond

to changes in the popular culture and are influenced by the changing
nature of govemment. Moreover, these cleavages increasingly reflect
the relation of different groups to government programs like Social Se'
curity.

3l

Voters are not self-centered and reflexive in evaluating their leaders and in
making voting choices. Their evaluations and voting decisions depend on
whether their reasoning connects their situations to the national situation
and the actions of their leaders.
The earliest voting studies, whether economic or psychological in orienlation, assumed that voting would be a direct reflection of the voter's life
t'xperiences and social milieu. The first Columbia study, for example, cont'luded that votes could be predicted directly from knowing whether voters
wcre urban or rural, Catholic or Protestant, blue-collar or white-collar. A
t'ombination of these factors yielded the well-known Index of political pretlisposition (IPP).33 Although Paul Lazarsfeld was mostly right when he
s,tid that we thinkpolitically as we are socially, this index was a failure. The
tltnplifying assumptions that the same few social characteristics could estiilt,-rtc at all times how a person "was socially," and that one could infer
rllrcctly from how a person was socially to how he or she ,,thinks politit',llly," were incorrect. Lazarsfeld did not realize how many difrerent things
wc are socially, and how many diflerent ways there are in which we can
Ihlnk politically.3a
'l'hc early economic studies of voting also made simpliffing assumptions
elrttttt how voters connected theirpersonal economic conditions with their
v(,lcs. The economic equivalent of the Ipp was "pocketbook voting,,evnlttating the president's performance directly on the basis of how it
ellct'ts one's personal finances. As Morris Fiorina summed up the asrtllltlrtions behind it, "in order to ascertain whether the incumbents have
;rrlirrrned poorly or well, citizens need only calculate the changes in their
ttwtt wc'lfare."t5 In fact, when voters evaluate presidential performance
atttl chtxrse between candidates, they do not project directly from their
ttwtt sttcial characteristics, their pocketbooks, or even their personal problettts, 'l'lrey engage in much more reasoning than that.
Volers discriminate, first of all, between government problems and perl{tttel protrlems. When thinking about government, they bring to bear only
lhrre perstlnal problems they believe are part of the political agenda, problemr govcrnment should be helping with.36 Even voters who have lost
lhelr fobs tluring a recession do not automatically connect their unemployBent wlth the govcrnment and its policies: "Failing to understand their
6wn predlcament as tied to others, as produced by collective forces, the
Unentpltryed are tlkely lo trcat their own experience as irrelevanl to social
Rttnrutlcs or lo government pcrformance."lT people think about cause
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and effect, and they are able to reason about who is responsible for a problem and who can deal with it. This is true not only for their personal
economic situations but for issues as diverse as poverty, racism, and crime
as well.38

Voters also distinguish between their personal performance and the per-

formance of the govemment. In direct contradiction of the pocketbookvoting hypothesis, study after study has confirmed that assessments of
national economic conditions have a bigger impact on voting than do
changes in personal economic well-being.tn When voters evaluate presidential performance, how the national economy is doing generally matters
more than how their own pocketbooks are doing.ao This does not mean
that voters don't care about their own economic performance; it suggests
instead that people find changes in the national economy to be better indicators of how the government is doing. Personal changes are, after all, due
to one's own efforts, to the performance of one's company, and to health
and chance. A government's economic performance is better assessed by
the perfonnance of the whole economy. Indeed, voters connect their own
personal economic performance to the govemment only when they can
"connect changes in their personal financial situation[s] to broader economic trends and government policies."ar
In other words, what matters is how voters construe their own situations. Changes in one's personal situation are seen as relevant to voting
when they are explained in collective, political terms.a2 Voters who see political reasons for changes in their pocketbooks will reward and punish
political leaders; voters with only personal explanations for their situations
will not. Of particular import in this regard is the difference between explanations for inflation and those for unemployment. Whereas people often
blame themselves for being unemployed, they are far more likely to link
inflation to government policies.a3 Voters, then, are sensitive to changes in
the economy, but they discriminate between changes in their personal condition and changes in the condition of the economy.
Voters also distinguish among changes in economic conditions, such as
inflation or unemployment, according to expected personal consequences
of these changes. However, the political effects of these economic problems
are not always the result of actions taken by those most afrected. It is a common finding that the unemployed and other people suffering economic
setbacks spend less time with their friends and social networks and more
time trying to make ends meeq they oftenbecome anxious, depressed, and
withdrawn, and vote less than others.aa The unemployed may drop out,
but those vulnerable to unemployment react, in their voting and in thelr
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cvaluations of the president. Blue-coilar workers as a

group-who are
more susceptible to unemployment-are more sensitive to changes in uncmployment levels than white-collar workers and retired p.opte, whereas
the retired and white-collar workers are far more sensitive to changes in
the inflation rate.45
Voters also think ahead, taking account of both current conditions and

Ittng-term expectations. Just as there are differences between voters pritnarily concerned about inllation and those primarily concerned about
ttnemployment, there are differences between voters who see storm clouds
rln the horizon and those who envision a sunny future. What voters want
llrcir govemment to do depends on what they think their country will be
like several years from now.

In the 1980s, public concerns about the long-term economic future of
llrc country were widespread. peopre who thought ,,the future of the next
gencration will be bogged down by problems left behind for them,, had
rlilll'rent preferences about government policies than did people who
tlrought "the future of the next generation of Americans will be a good
Itltc." People anxious about the future are more oriented toward social programs and government action, while voters with a rosier view see less
need
lilr gtlvernment programs and support a more limited role for government.
lbrlple concerned about the future are also less willing to forgo services in
rtrtlcr to cut the deficit, more willing to cut defense spending in order to
lirtrtl domestic spending, more supportive of govemmentprograms to provltlc day care, less supportive of the use of the American military in foreign
lorrllicts, and less supportive of government spending to finance anti( ittttttnunist forces around
the world. In general, worries about the longIt'rttt luture are associated with more concem about government action
lltat will cushion that future and less concern with fiscal restraint, strong
tlelbttsc spending, and militant anticommunism abroad.a6In other words,
;rrtllle who are pessimistic about the future are more concerned that gov€rlllllent develop adequate insurance against hard times. The middle-aged,
fttr example, worry the most about whether Social Security funds will be
lltere ltrr thcm whqn they retire. The fact that people take expectations into
afe{tunt when they vote emphasizes an often-ignored truth: elections test
v(llcr c(rnccrn for long-terrn security and collective goods, not just concern
fitr dlrect and immediate private benefits.
ln :ummary daily'life and media information are mediated by reasoning
atld expectatlons. A vote is more than a direct expression of a voter,s social

ttlrull, prrcketbook, or personal problems; voters take account of national
rt well alr personal condltlons, and they discriminate among their own
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problems and problems for the govemment to address which are relevant
to them. Further, they take into account their expectations about the longterrn future and the kinds of government programs they expect will be
most relevant to them in the years ahead.

Education and Civic Ignorance
Ever since the Columbia studies demonstrated low levels of textbook political knowledge in the mass electorate, scholars have been hoping for a
more informed citizenry. They have assumed that an increase in years of

schooling would lead to greater political knowledge and more attentiveness to the political debates that occur within government. Because the
educated vote more often than the uneducated, it was also assumed that an

education would lead to a higher voter tumout. A welleducated electorate, it was thought, would be "attentive, knowledgeable,

increase

in

and participatory."aT
Hopes for an electorate that measures up to civic ideals have not been
met. Fifty years ago when the Columbia studies began, three-fourths of the
electorate had not finished high school and only l0 percent had any college experience. Today, three-fourths of the electorate have finished high
school and nearly 40 percent have been to college. But despite this increase
in education, factual knowledge about govemment and current political
debates is at best only marginally higher, and voter tumout is lower.as lndeed, within the electorate, the level of factual knowledge about the basic
structure of government is so low, and the extent of information about specific legislation is so limited, that little information about current levels of
knowledge is available on a regular basis. Survey researchers are generally
reluctant to ask too many factual questions for fear of embarrassing respondents, who might terminate the interview or become too flustered to
answer other questions.ae
To directly assess the changes in levels of civics knowledge since the
l941s, Scott Keeter and Michael X. Delli Carpini recently conducted a
national survey asking the same basic questions that were asked in the
1940s. They replicated questions testing knowledge of certain elementary
facts, such as which party now controls the House, what the first ten
amendments to the Constitution are called, the name of the vice president,
the definition of a presidential veto, and how much of a majority is required for the Senate and House to override a presidential veto. Overall,
they found, "the level of public knowledge of some basic facts has remained remarkablY stabls." :o
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Voter turnout in America is no higher today than in the 1940s, and
people are no more likely now than they were then to know the name of
their congressional representative. Despite all the publicity he received,
Vice President Dan Quayle was only marginally better known in 1989 than
vice President Richard Nixon was in 1952;75 percent could name Quayle,
while 69 percent had been able to name Nixon.5r Knowledge of other
prominent members of government also remains low. In the week following the 1976 election, only 58 percent could nerme both vice-presidential
nominees. In 1985, after George Shultz had been in office for more than
Itrur years, only 25 percent of the electorate could recall his name when
asked, "Who is the Secretary of State?" In January 1977, when Jimmy
carter became president, only one American in four could name even a
single member of the cabinet he had announced earlier.52
Acquaintance with the basic facts about issues being politically debated
in the nation is also dismally scant, as four examples will suggest. (l ) U.S..lapanese trade issues have been in the news foryears. However, less than a
third of the country knows whether the Japanese form of govemment is a
nronarchy, a democracy, or a military dictatorship, and less than 4 percent
('an name the Japanese prime minister.5s (2) In January 1979, only 23 pert'cnt of the public knew that the countries involved in the SALT talks were
lhc United States and the Soviet Union. Ten months later, after the talks
lrad been in the news for most of the year, the number had risen only to
ltl percent.5n (3) rn 1987, after seven years of debate over contra aid,
rtttly one-third of the public knew that Nicaragua is in Central America.
When the USS Stark was hit by an Iraqi rocket in the Persian Gulf in
11)87,43 percent of the public had no opinion whose rocket it was, 25
lrcrcent thought the rocket was Iranian, and only 29 percent knew that it
was lraqi." (4l'For years, domestic political debate has centered on tradeoll's, both implicit and explicit, involved in cutting defense spending in
ordcr to fund domestic spending, and vice versa. But in 1985 only 45 percent of the electorate knew even approximately the share of the federal
lrudget spent on defense (just under one-third); in January 1985,45 per('cnt thought the s[are was one-quarter or one-third; 3l percent thought it
was half or more, 6 percent thought it was less than one-tenth, and 20 percent had not even a guess.56 These findings indicate that there are few, if
any, national policy debates that the mass public can follow in their
entlrety.
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The Efiects of Education

Clearly,

it takes more than education to bring the actual electorate into

alignment with theoretical ideals. The social model of the citizen, and the
role of education in increasing civic competence, need revision. Motivation to acquire and digest information must be taken into account. The
Columbia insight that a person thinks politically as he is socially, as generalized by Anthony Downs to create the by-product theory of political
information, indicates a wide range of knowledge and experience within
the electorate. It also suggests that a voter's level of political information
will vary as his or her life situation changes, and as he or she responds to
new opportunities and political events. However, merely specifying dailylife experiences, familiarity with U.S. government programs, or media exposure to events in foreign countries is not sufficient to make a case that
this information influences attitudes about candidates, issues, and political
parties.

We need a better theory of public knowledge about politics, one that
goes beyond the by-product theory to explain the differences that educa-

tion has made, as well as the differences it hasn't made. The hoped-for
"deepening" Of the eleCtOrate has not Occurred, because an increase in education is not synonymous with an increase in civics knowledge.
Nevertheless, I contend that the changing educational level of the electorate is, in fact, changing American politics.
My hypothesis is that education aflects politics not by "deepening" but
by broadening thLe electorate-by increasing the number of issues that
citizens see as politically relevant, and by increasing the number of connections they make between their own lives and national and international events. And therefore, given the interactions between daily-life information and media information, as noted above, any increase in the amount
and kinds of information about government and the national agenda is
likely to affect the ways in which voters make connections between their
own lives and their government's actions. I must emphasize that this remains a hypothesis, for which I can offer only suggestive evidence.
An example of the proliferation of new concems in a more educated
public-of a widening, rather than a deepening, of politics-is the growth
of concern about food additives and environmental protection. The postWorld War II transformation of America into an educated, white-collar society has resulted in the growth of widespread anxiety (often approaching
obsession) about toxic wastes, chemical additives, and other potential car'
cinogens. Tens of millions avidly followed media reports on the disasters at
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'l'hree Mile Island, Love Canal, Chernobyl, and Prince William Sound in
Alaska. A new interest in health information and an age-old fascination
with disasters have made ecological calamities matters of worldwide intercst. Not surprisingly, then, when a few Tllenol tablets, or a few Chilean
grapes, are tampered with, the news spreads rapidly. Health is only one of
Inany topics in which symbols have proliferated because educated voters
Ir,rve more ability to absorb and process information than do less-educated
v(rlcrs.

While educational level apparently makes no difference in television
ncws viewing, it does make a difference in newspaper reading, and an even

largcr difference in the reading of news magazines. According to a 1983
there is no difference among educational levels in exposure to
tclt vision news, which is watched by 80 percent of the electorate. Edulalcd people, however, are more likely to read newspapers and news
nr.rgazines. Among those who have not been to college, only 5 percent
rr'arl weekly news magazines regularly, and only 25 percent read them ocr asionally. Among those who have had some college, l9 percent read them
tcgrrlarly and 40 percent once in a while; among college graduates ,37 perr cnt read them regularly and 32 percent occasionally (see table 2.1).
lltlucated people not only make more use of newspapers and news magerllrcs; they also discuss news stories more than the less-educated do. In
llrls same 1983 poll, 26 percent of the respondents said they had talked
wltlr others about a story that was in the news on the day they were intervlewcd. Among those who had never been to college, the proportion was
f u pcrccnt; among those who had been to college, 40 percent. Also, the
nrrrc lilrmal education a person has, the more likely it is that he or she
rearls sturies about national or international news.57 Among people who
harl rrot completed high school, only 7 percent of the news stories they disettrsed were national or international stories, as opposed to local stories
rttd tllsaster stories. At the other extreme, college graduates reported that
fully half of their discussions concemed national or international stories.58
That educated voters pay more attention to foreign news does not mean
that they have a lvealth of background civics information about the subfestt they follow. In May of 1989, for example, one in five college graduates
trelleved that the Soviet Union was a member of NATO.5e Educated voters
Fty know little about the actions of the Marcos regime in the Philippines,
gf the nuances of apartheid in South Africa, or Gorbachev's struggle with
€Htlet ol pereslroika, or Yasir Arafat's role in the PLO in Palestine. But very
eften they do know enough for these general subjects to influence their
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Actluirinll l)ala

If most citizens, in a knee-jerk manner, reflexively "votcd tlrcir pocketbooks," or voted to "fire the manager" after a bad season, or ignored the
connections between their own lives and the national government's umbrellas and safety nets, then we would have to say that increased levels of
education do not aflect the electorate. However, since reasoning and information matter, changes in the amounts and kinds of information that
voters acquire also matter, and education can change politics. Further,
campaigns can matter as well.

r'antpaign or who were less well educated or who were less exposed
trr r nnrlrdl11n communications.64
{ ianrpaign communications, then, increased the accuracy of voter perr ef rtlons; misperceptions were far more likely on issues that were periphernl tu thc campaign. Issues at conflict between the parties received more
lrttlrlle exposure, and the information to which voters were exposed rerlrtlerl their projections. Indeed, exposure to communications was the
rltoltgesl slngle influence on accuracy of perceptions.65

Information and Campaigns

In a campaign, voters are exposed to information about the differences
between the candidates or parties in the election at hand. There is, however, no assurance that they will absorb information that is new to them,
for it is possible that they will misperceive the messages in ways that reinforce their preexisting ideas and commitments. Indeed, misperception has
troubled observers of democracy throughout the century. As walter Lippmann noted, "Democracy in its original form never seriously faced the
problem which arises because the pictures inside people's heads do not automatically correspond with the world outside."6r As the authors of Voting
noted, the voter's judgments

will

appear more thoughtful and well-

informed than they actually are because the voter's way of perceiving campaign issues "maximizes agreement with his own side and maximizes
disagreement with the opposition."62
When voters assume that their favored candidate's issue positions are
the same as their own, they are "projecting" their positions onto the candidate. The campaign that exists in the voter's mind-the "campaign as
perceived"-i5 diflerent from the campaign as it is carried on in the real
world. Voters sometimes think they are voting consistently with their principles and positions because they are projecting-assuming that the
candidate they favor takes the position they wish him or her to take.
One of the most important findings in Voting is that the extent of misperception, or projection, by voters is related to the political campaign. Issues
discussed more often and more thoroughly in the campaign were perceived more accurately by respondents than other issues. Furthermore,
misperception was inversely related to the degree of conflict, and competition, on an issue: the more the candidates talked about an issue and the
greater their differences on it, the more accurately it was perceived.63 There
was more misperception at the beginning of the campaign than at the end,
and there was more misperception among people who paid less attention
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Projection As

A "Beneftt of the Doubt"

Wherr votcrs identify with parties or candidates, they are giving them the
lrettellt ol'the doubt. When they assume that the positions they favor are
lhe otres their party or candidate will take, or when they assume that their
hvtrrlte candidate's position is acceptable, they are projecting onthe basis of
[nrl lrrlirrmation in much the same way that an investor in stocks projects
fttlttt'e earnings from past corporate performance, or assumes that a comIr6ny wltosc new president has a record of successes will improve underhis
learlrrslrlll. This willingness to project can be taken to mean receptivity, a
letxlerrcy to give one's party the benefit of the doubt when there is no other

lnfrrnpatkrn available-a meaning consistent with the findings in Voting.
lf the lrt nefit of the doubt that voters give to their party or candidates
Wefe rtltctr.cnded, we would have a pure "will to believe" model of voting
ettrl larnpaigning. If voters had such a strong will to believe in their candirlater nntl parties that they rejected any and all data that challenged their
r {llnlltnlcnts, campaigns would be very different. Even the first Columbia
il1tly, 't'he People's Choice, showed clearly the limits to the benefit of the
rluttlrt that pcople give to their side.66
Itt 1940, President Roosevelt sought an unprecedented third tenn in oflige, The Rcpublican campaign hammered away at the idea of a third tenn,
fltrl llre l)emocratic party countered by arguing against "changing horses
itt tttlrlrtre6pl"-1fie stream being recovery from the Great Depression. Intllylrlrral Dcmocrats, however, had a hard time accepting their party's
afggntrnts ln favor of a third term and countering the Republican arguln€nlr agalrtst it: "There was hardly a Republican who did not mention the
lhlnl te rm as a rcason for his Republican vote. And there was hardly a DemIt'fal Wlto trled to justify the third term as such."67 On the other side,
Itullvldual Republicans were defensive about charges that their party
faVofed buslness interests over those of "the people." When asked about
tlrelr ;rartf, they would frequently say that Republicans were for "all the
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people too." They did not automatically adopt their party's claims to have
policies that were best for all, and felt a need to defend themselves and their
party against responsibility for causing the depression. In the L94Os, The
People's Choice found, "The onus now rests upon a business candidate; he
must somehow claim a connection with the people. No parallel obligation
rests upon the candidate of the working people; he does not have to pre.*- tend to benefit business."68
As these examples from the 1940 campaign suggest, levels of voter pro-

jection and rationalization depend heavily on two variables: (l) how
much benefit of the doubt voters give their paftli and (2) how effective
they judge the campaign arguments to be. Indeed, what is called "negative
campaigning" is campaigning designed to provide voters with information
that will break down their projections, to present "information to the contrary" that will show them issues on which they disagree with the stands of
their party or candidate.6e
Campaigns Matter
These findings about misperception still have not been completely digested

within political science and democratic theory or by critics of American
political campaigns. It is critical that when a (contested) campaign focuses
on an issue it leads to lessvoter misperception, not more. hychological defenses are not so impermeable as to rule out adjustment between a voter's
perceptions and "political reality.l' Misperception is a "psychic indulgence" that decreases when there is heated political con{lict.7o Political
reality is strong enough that when the stakes are raised and more information becomes available, voters become more accurate in their perceptions.
The more they care about an issue, the better they are able to understand iU

the more strongly the parties differ on an issue, and the more voters hear
about it, the more accurate their perceptions become. There is no denying
that misperception is always present in campaigns. But it is also clear that
campaign conununications do affect choices, and that they generally make
voters more, not less, accurate in their perceptions of candidates and
issues.

Despite cries that campaigns have become less substantial in the televi'
sion era, recent research has supported Voting's findings that campaign
communications increase the accuracy of voters' perceptions. Pamela
Johnston Conover and Stanley Feldman, examining the 1976 general elec-

tion, found that projection, or false consensus, vanished as leaming pro'
ceeded during the campaign; misperceptions occulred "primarily when
there [was an] absence both of information and slrong feelings about the
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candidate."Tr rn contradiction to the claim that voters' perceptions are
"largely distorted by motivational forces," Jon Krosnick found that voters
in the lg84 election were "remarkably accurate in their perceptions of
where presidential candidates [stood] relative to one another on controvcrsial policy issues."72
In addition to reducing misperception, campaign information also helps
lrcople connect issues to government and parties. In1984, "voters who folIowed the presidential campaign closely were more likely to connect their

pcrsonal financial situation with macroeconomic trends or govemment
policies. . . . Attributions of responsibility for changes in economic welllrcing are based in part on cues received from the political environment and
particularly from the mass media."73 Thus in a world in which causal reasoning matters but voters have only limited knowledge of government,
t'arnpaign corlmunications heighten voters' awareness of how governlttcnt afects their lives, while reinforcing policy differences between parties
ottd candidates. People do not automatically grade government on net
t'ltanges in personal benefits, financial or otherwise, nor do they automatit',tlly hold govemment accountable for "government-induced changes in
wcll-being."74
Vtrters are ignorant of many basic facts about government, but they still
plt'k up important information about th-e principal differences between
lartdidates. In a 1976 CBS News/New YorkTimes poll taken two days after
llte November election, respondents were asked the names of the two vice;tresidential candidates, and also which task each presidential candidate
wds more concerned with-reducing unemployment or cutting the rate of
Irrllation. only 58 percent correctly recalled the names of the vice;tlesidential candidates. But in answering the question about the priorities
rrl'tlrc presidential candidates,62 percent said Ford was more concemed
wlth inflation and 72 percent said Carter was more concemed with unem;tlrryment (see table 2.2l.These answers suggest how misleading it can be
kt nteasure voters'acuity and concem simplyby testing theirknowledge of
faets. As I demonstrate throughout this book, the low-information ralkrnallty that vote$ use allows them to pick up a surprising amount of
Ittftrrmation about the basic policy directions offered by opposing presiden-

llal candidates.
The authors of The People's Choice, the first study of an American politieal campaign, hoped and expected to find voters who were knowledgerllle abotrt the basics of government and voted according to their considerlllrttt ttf the lssues. Thelr scholarly hopes were dashed: "The open-minded
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Education and voter Information in
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Grade

('/') /

H.S.

Graduate

f/'l

sues; and they need not know how many memters there are in the Soviet
thLe 1976 Election

Some College

College Graduate

f/'\

('/"1

AII
ResPondents

f/")

Percentage knowing

names of both vicepresidential
nominees
Does Gerald Ford
care more about:

4'

54

70

84

58

Unemployment

t4

2l

l5

7

l6

Inflation
Don't know

45

6)

72

8l

40

l6

r3

8

2)

Unemployment

63

73

75

8)

72

Inflation
Don't know

T4

t4

t4

7

ll

9

I5

62

Does JimmY Carter

care more about:

2)

ll

Source: CBS News/ New York Times postelection

lt

poll,

4'

1976

Note: This poll was a panel, calling back 2,400 respondents who had been interviewed
in the last week of the campaign. only registered voters were asked these questions.

voters who make a sincere attempt to weigh the issues and the candidates
dispassionately for the good of the country as a whole-exist mainly in deferential campaign propaganda, in textbooks on civics, in the
movies and in the minds of political idealists. In real life, they are few
indeed."75
The widespread lack of knowledge about the basic operations of government has led scholars and others to produce a voluminous literature about
the "incompetent citizen," replete with concern for how democracy can
suryive, let alone flourish.76 And indeed, when half of the American public
cannot name the two U.S. senators from their state, and 20 percent of college graduates think Russia belongs to NATO, and a large majority of
Americans do not know that Japan has a democratic system of government, there is a real basis for concern.

ment, and many ways in which they manage to consider issues without
high levels of information. They need not know what Senator Moynihan
and President Bush actually said in order to be affected by news reports of
their debates about Social Security; they need not know how the Japanese
government works in order to be concerned about U.S.-Japanese trade is'

Itrlitburo before news abottperestroika afects their attitudes about the U.S.
tlcfense budget. Whereas the "incompetent citizen" literature is good for
tt'lling us the many things voters do not know, it is not so good at providing

what they do know. The by-product theory by contrast, can
gcnerate insights about where and how voters get information about govcrnment, and therefore helps describe what citizens will actually know
t'lrres about

whcn they vote.
ln a world of pocketbook voters, education would not matter. But in a
world where reasons and connections matter, education makes a differ-

cnce. Though an educated electorate still will not have the basic
Itrlitrmation about legislative issues and government management that
It'xtbooks expect of ideal citizens, and no deeper understanding of older
"('ore" issues, itwill have limited information about a wider range of sublet'ls, including national and intemational events, that are farther from
rl,rily-life experience. Political campaign communications matter precisely
hrcause voters do not regularly pay much attention to political news, and
Itt'r'ause they do not know many of the things that governments and candirlatcs have done in the past.
We are now leaming more about what voters know, how they reason
wltcrt theyvote to make sense of the manypieces of informationtheyhave.
Vr tling is not a reflexive, mechanistic use of daily-life or media information.
ll lttvolves reasoning, the connecting of some information to government
grerlilrmance and other information to specific government policies. People
tltt ttot reason directly from personal problems to votes; they reason with
kleas about govemmental performance and responsibility. They consider
Itol rlnly economic issues but family, residential,. and consumer issues as
well. They think not only of their immediate needs but also of their needs
firr lnsurance against future problems; not only about private goods but
elso about collective goods. They think not only of how they are doing but
elsu about how other people like themselves are doing; not just about the
Itttrnediate future but also about the long term.
tittmehow, without the basic civics data, voters manage to learn differettces between the parties and candidates. In the next chapter, I discuss
hrtw voters use information shortcuts to keep track of the informationthey
have-and compensate for the information they lack.

